
                                                                                                                                                                       
 

We planted with Indian Army in Leh Ladakh 

At an altitude of 3,500 m, SankalpTaru team planted warriors for the warriors of our nation. We planted a total 
of 1,000 saplings of Poplar and Selex at Indo-China border in Nyoma village of Leh Ladakh. Executed with the 
support and participation of our super-enthusiastic Indian army, the initiative aims towards generating oxygen 
for these heroes at an incredible height. With time, as the trees would get covered with bright green leaves, 
they would develop a healthy abode for the soldiers, while creating a self-sustainable and biodiverse ecosystem 
in this cold desert.  

 

 

 

  



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

Plant A Life campaign is beating pollution in Indian cities 

During the monsoon of 2017, SankalpTaru and Kotak Life Insurance together initiated a green journey under the 
aegis of ‘Plant A Life’ campaign. The program was executed in two phases, observing a total plantation of 18,200 
saplings in cities of Delhi, Mumbai, Pune, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Bangalore, Surat and Ahmedabad. Over time, as 
SankalpTaru city coordinators and the residents at respective plantation locations nurtured the saplings with 
sheer affection, the plants have started transforming to healthy flourishing trees. On our recent update visit at 
all the locations, we were extremely delighted to observe a tree survival rate of more than 95%. Certainly, our 
trees are not only strengthening the green cover of India’s most polluted cities, but also reducing the associated 
health risks by purifying atmosphere. 
 

 
 

 
 
 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

We are fighting forest-fires in Uttarakhand Himalayas  
 
Recurrent forest-fires have become a major challenge in Uttarakhand Himalayas, where protecting the greenery 
is the biggest responsibility. In order to preserve the trees in and around Tehri district, we have made a forest-
fire patrolling team, comprising of enthusiastic villagers and school students who have been distributed whistles 
and binoculars to aware the locals in case any forest fire occurs or is even sensed to happen. Regardless of how 
aggressive the blaze is, our forest-fire patrolling team is 24x7 on their toes to protect the greenery of 
Uttarakhand Himalayas and is also continuously planting new saplings. Leaving behind the fear of burn scars or 
any injury, our forest-fire patrollers are passionately protecting the woodland along with regularly training the 
villagers and school students on how such incidents can be mitigated and what measures need to be taken to 
preserve trees from destruction.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 
 

Laying the foundation of Project Empowering HEALTH 
 
Project Empowering HEALTH is our Herbal & Medicinal Plantation Program initiated in collaboration with Indian 
Development Service (IDS), Chicago. Executed in Uttarakhand Himalayas to support livelihood of rural farmers, 
the plantation process has begun in the region, under which several medicinal and herbal saplings are being 
rooted. Under the aegis of this campaign, we solely intend to replace Pine trees with fruit and fodder bearing 
tree species which would not only prevent incidents of forest-fires, but will also act as an asset for the villagers. 
With time as the project excels in achieving its vision, it would definitely turn around to become beneficial for 
many.  
 

 
 

 
 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 

We will restore Odisha and its greenery – Project Sabuja Odisha 
 
Cyclone Fani has uprooted about 10 million trees and damaged more than 30% crop and several farmers’ 
livelihood in Odisha. Thus, to mitigate this adversity and revive Odisha with healthy fruiting orchards, 
SankalpTaru team has taken the pledge of restoring the state’s green cover under our ‘Project Sabuja Odisha’. 
We seek contributions from each individual who is inclined towards Mother Nature. With the support of all our 
planters, we will soon start our operations in the state, aiming to support the rural farmers by helping them 
rejuvenate their destructed fields. Individuals can plant with us in Odisha through https://urlzs.com/pyDeP and 
post restoration activities get completed in the state, our team will plant the virtually rooted saplings on the 
lands of rural farmers to revive their livelihood.  
 

 
 
 
 

Our green transformation in Leh Ladakh 
 
During April, 2018 we planted healthy Apple saplings with energetic cops in Leh Ladakh at police check post in 
Khalatesy. Visiting the location exactly after a year over-rejoiced us to see the green spot being created by our 
trees, where the drivers driving towards Kargil or Srinagar report and relish the healthy environment.        
 

https://urlzs.com/pyDeP?fbclid=IwAR3Kn9t3KUv4Dgq2pDUOwYaH13s6pFP9tuoq7t-JZyi1uIUuZPgfL8XlrB0


                                                                                                                                                                       
 

 
 
 

Beneficiary of the month 
 
They say youngsters frame the future of a nation, and when we have an enthusiastic young farmer like Kiran 
Kumar, the future of India’s agriculture is surely going to improve. Kiran is our farmer beneficiary from 
Chikmagalur district of Karnataka where he is pursuing his graduation and practicing farming, alongside. Inspired 
by his farmer parents, he too took up serving mother land by developing a lush coconut and arecanut orchard 
on his field. We are proud of his zeal. 
 

 



                                                                                                                                                                       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


